
Get Balanced
Tips to stay focused & end the mind fires...

 

Determination and Strength make for strong warriors, but ts the fearless pursuit of 
passion that drives their courage. - Creative Intuitive

5 Tips To Ignite You Inner Lion or Lioness
Live, Eat and Breath, Confidence.



TO YOUR 
FAIRYTALE

Welcome to  The  Crash  Course  to
 Being  A  Conf ident  L ion  or  L ioness

Welcome to

01
Go big (or go home).

Think of your dreams as if
you already have them. The
power of the mind is a strong
tool in manifesting. Take that
leap of faith, BE BOLD

02
No pain, No gain
When is the last time you
heard anyone say that
growth was easy? NEVER!
Exactly... Life is NOT a
disney movie. There is no
frog prince waiting to be
kissed. If we want something
we have to get it ourselves. 

 

Wait? NO Prince or Princess?



03
Knowledge is Power
Some of the best mentors
come from the most
unexpected places.
Challenge your perception.
How can you sharpen your
skills to turn your knowledge
into power?

04
Rinse & Repeat
Imitation is the best form of
flattery. The idea is not to be
a carbon copy. The secret is
to take what resonates and
incorporate the unique parts
of yourself. 

DO SOMETHING
TODAY THAT
YOUR FUTURE

SELF WILL
THANK YOU FOR.

Our actions and decisions today will shape
the way we will be living in the future.



love and joy
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Lastly.......

05
Failure is good!
Yes you read that right!
No one ever learned from
winning on the first try. Some
of the greatest minds failed
over and over and over.
Repetition and determination
will always make way for
longevity. Leave your legacy
with passion, strength and
courage.

The only way we can change our world 

and others is with...


